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I. leview of the Results

1. Applications of Models

lagavlitstia 126911261,

In the publications li) and [2] I suggested a

class of

stochastic models which were shown to be suitable for dealing
with two main problems in test psychology, evaluation of indi-

viduals per se and populatten-independent comparisons of items.
In practice these models have been tried out in several oases.
Besides those reported in [ ] R. Brooks [4] applied them to
results of.teiting school clildren with the Minnesota intelligence test (UPI) and recently Erling B. Andersen [5] and [6] •
analyzed data on questionnailve from the field of social psychology. Apart from that a considerable amount of unpublished
material awaits a suitable oc6,..sion for publioation. Everywhere
the models have proved to be ve...y effective tools, also in oases

where the data did not fit tht trdel in question, often indicating, however, ways for furthen awaysis and for further experiments.
2. Humanities and Natvral Scipneet.
When first suggesting t! , e models I could offe .r Lc) better
excuse for them than their cepareni suitability, which showed
in their rather striking me,hematial properties. In the paper
[2] a more general point of view 9az indicated, according to
which the models were str:ngly co .inected with what seemed to be

basic demands for a much needed .eneralization of the concept
of measurement. In cont5nuation 3f that paper my attention was
driwn to other fields o: . knowleige, such as economics, sociology,
history, linguistics, e . ,aluati'l of arts, eta. where claims are
arising of being taken just as seriously as Natural Sciences,
At first sight Olt. obser Jtional materisl in Humanities is
very different from th.yt in p-isics, chemistry and biology, not

to speak of mathematics. But it might turn out that the difference is less essential than it. would seem. In fact, the question
is not whether the cbservations are of very different types, but
whether Sciences could be firmly established on the basis of
quite different• types of observations.

.3. Scientific- Statemen t s: Comparisons Being ObAective,
Such consiaeration% lead to the question from which I now
Science? Which conditions must be fulstart my inquiry: What
filled when a statement can be qualified as scientific, thus
competing with Natural Sciences?
That science should require observations to be measurable
quantitiee is a mistake, ox course; even in physics observations may be qualitative" as in last analysis they always

are"!
Two features seers indieviensable in scientific statements:
They deal with compar..aons, and the comparisons must be obiecLIA. To complete these requisements I have to specify tbe kind
of comparisons and the precisemeaning of oUsctivitz. When doing so I do not feel confident that all sorts of what can justifiably be called "science" are :avered, but certainly a very
large area of science is.'

1,,.aptsulziagloweeri sone.
' Consider a class of "objects" to be mutually compared. The
sense in' which . they should be coAparld.is specified through a
class of "agents", tc Oach of wh:sh eNch object may be "exposed"'
On each exposure an "observation' - vsntitative or qualitative
is made. The whole set of such otserva - •one made when a finite
O n are exposd to a finite number .6t
number of objects O.
Ak form the data Irom ihXch comparisons of the
agents
0's as regards: their 'reactions" to such ::.gents as the A's can
be inferred,
erg. emission of radio-active ;articles riserved as scintil •
lationa on a screen.
**• e.g. reading off a point
measuring

1ccated between two marks on a

Now, within this framework, which I have taken from psyCho.
physics, the "objectivity" of a comparative statement on, say,
two objects, 0 1 •and 0 2 is taken to mean that although being
based uponthe w'aole matrix of data it should be . independent of
which set of agents A i ,

A

.out of the available class were
actually used for the comparative purposes, and also of which
.
objects O ,
0 n , o ther than 0 and 0 were also exposed to
2
1dx
the set.of . a.,3ents chosen.
k

6. SaJcific.altuIlaija,22mp General Properties.

U30

-In ()rare to distinguish this type of objectivity from other
of the :same word T. shall call it 2st
....2aaj
tivitit, and

in passing 1 beg you notice the relatietlix of this concept: it
refers only to the framework specified by the class ofobjects,
the class 'it agents and the kind of observationi which define
the . comparisom * .
Also Vie symmetric role of "objects" and "agents" should
be observeey, in consequence of which I confine my further ana.

lysis to simultaneous comparisons of objects and of agents
the basis of the same set 'o£ data.
. Pinaily I wish tc point out that in this context only the
objects.ar!./or the agents are subject to comparison, while the
data them:lives are nct directly - compared, they only serve as
instruml• for the comparisons aimed at.
The ecnsequences of introducing tkese two.concepts: (specific) c:nuarieons
specific objectivity, completed by the
requirewvnt that a corparison is Always eoscible and its result
aley,•s 1:aliquEaszaa, are really overwhelming.
. .
In .;resenting an outline of them I shall refrain from the
greater'. poLeilae generality, mainly because it has not yet been
ThirL; a . ceneralizL.tion of the invariance' toward a specified
group of transformntions as required by Hermann Wey1 (7) for
objectivity in physics and even in mathematics.

fully explored, but also because certain stepwlse specializations make things somewhat easier - and, even so, they may be
difficult enough.
1. First Smecialization:
It.

Parametrization and the Generality of

The first specializatton is a parametrization of both..objicts, agents and observations. •
As far as the comparista in question is concerned each ob,
ject in the class consiaered is presumed to be fully characterized by a parameter 0 which mAy be a real number or a vector
consisting of a'finil:e number,
of elements, each being 'a
real number. Similarly, each pcasible' agent is presumed to be
fully, characterized by .a parameter a which is also a real vector of finite dimension, q. Fina.ly, each contact between an
object and an agent is in this context fully characterized by
a parameter,
The last statement covers situ0;ions of widely differing
_
.
types. In natural sciences events sao often described in deterministic terms : as when a ball recLiving a blow shows an
acceleration which - but for errors of Leasurement - could be
calculated from the mass of the ball and "he force of the blow.
However, in some cases, as -in radio-active emissions, the outcome - viz. the number of so-called a-partio-ve emitted in a
given time•- varies at random in repeated
ments, but
this variation can be described in terms of a Plob-bility
distribution (actually a Poisson distritutioil) tat 1
governed by a certain parameter, the intensity of the eLt z _
sion multiplied by the time interval. Thus, if we want to
oompare•a number of radio-active. substances (the objects) by
obaerving.the number of emitted particles . (the observations)
in time intervals of different lengths (the agents) then the
combination of each substance and each time interval can be
fully characterized by a one-dimensional parameter. .
In psychology and t*ciology observations are very often
,

qualitative and the outeomcs in repetitions variable. Attempts
may then 1;e made to describe the variation in terms of probabi-

.

lity distributit•us, the mathematical form of which is the same
in all the combinations of objects and agents in question, but
each case then being fully characterized by a parameter, g.
In economics observations are often described as evaluaVions, expressed in terms of certain preferences
which are con.
nected through some sort of a "utility function"..
In more recent statistical theory a concept of personal or
subjective probability has made its appearence; it followA , most
of the ordinary probability axioms, but the probabiNities are
not c.onfined to .the interval(0,1).
We shall consider deterministic and non--deterministic
phenomena, represented in any way, having this feature in commoll that to each combination of object and agent is somehow
attached a parameter g that is a real vector of a certain
dimension, r.

Definit on of Connarisons: Principle of Equivalent Agents
.0bipctal.
The requirement that 0 and 0 fully characterize object and
ac...!nt with respect to the comparison in question implies that
(Tv must be uniquely determined by 6 and o, i.e.,

(1)

g = g6, o) *

where . p. is a univalued vector function of a and 0.
The further requirement that the comparisons of 6/8 and
3 1 s shall. be unambiguous lead to demanding that the equation
(1) for any given 0 can . be solved . uniquely with respect to
and the other way round, i.e.,

(2)
(3)

e = X(C0) and
a = K(g,e)

are.univalued functions, of
resp. A.:, and 0. In censeauenet g; 0 -and 0 must be vectors of the same dimension**, i.e.
(4).

• .p = . q =

.

•

•.

* (1) standp for r one-dimensional equations.
** If p>r only r of"the elements of 0 could bo determined from
(1), and if p<r the system could be overdetermined which would
require a relation between the elements of to hold, so that
the dimension of
could be reduced.

At this stage the comparison concept aimed at can be olarly defined.
For illustration 77o take .the case r = 1, i.e. all parameters are real numbers. In that case - adding that they may be
•
restricted to the possitive axis - the equation (i) for three
fiued objects may be reps rented by . three monotonic curves:

To any chosen age it with parameters 0 corresponds a uniqu:
o.oservation parameter 'Z. , for the object with parameter e. For
another object with pLrameter e' we may _locate the agent with
parameter 0 7 which prluces the same g. Then the statement that
.0' corresponds to 0 yLelas a comparison (on the level ) of O'
and 0 1 , uud when doiru co for ► ny 0 - we obtain a whole corre-

sponience curve
(5)

v(01 e,(11)

which yields a compleie iescription of as comparison of @ and
:?? sea :non t'!.1 _viii citle of.1224,17alent

et

9. Transitivity and TransLatabillizcfComparisons as impliti
57—Socific Objectivity.

---

•
Comparisons according to this principle arc transitive:'
and e" may be compared directly or by taking comparisons of
and e" with 0' a& an intermediate stop. As seen from the first
figure the result 0"
is the same; Thus one part of the specific
objectivity requils.-ent 1.5 fulfilled: _tks comparison of Any two
is irismerdr.n+1 of rhich other nblects 'inter into the comobjects
is extrme conse.luence. of the other part of the
iparison nro ; ec1
requirement, viz. tl•.e indpendenoe of which agents are chosen for
establishing the conpsrisoni the comparinon can actually be car-

o

^

,

,

ried out' by means o one tent only. The result being unique it
follows that any oter choice must lead to the same comparative
statement; however, as this statement amounts to presenting the
whole curve, we mum: conclude that
__
thewholefun
ia
/121.122:21ms312.only one of its points (translatability).
What has been Ajustreted here in the case r = i holds any
dimension of the peTameters,

•

10. OneDimensionaLity2f
S ecific Measr.rmlnE

-

•

In the special case Of ov.e-dimensional parameters a rather
farroaohing donclvaion of the .statement about the funCtion (5)
can be drawn, viz. that it is possible to choOse the metrics
in which
to

(6)

0 and 1 are.expresAed in.uch a way that (1) reduces

c=

e 4 Op

i.e. the reactict:, parameter is (:,btained staRlyu9Aluton
of the ob:fect2f:ameter and the rent parameter. In such cases
we have thus obtained a measure:ilmt of as simple type as a psychometrician oCvld wish. But it ahould be stressed that it has
not •been obtai:.id • hrough*.perfor.x,Ing ".the ar.t of assigning numbers to obser , a:zions" and see wha• happens.
.
It is bafee. 'upon the validit:i of the rule (6), and whether .
tharuleoVsfagivenkdc.rompaisn
is a purely
empirical quiltion.
,

Thus, the recognition of_LualmlllErrauctilsthe definition of a "snecific" measurement, and this is just a situation
teat is characteristic for proper measuring (excluding ordering)
in physics.

If the parameter dimen3ion exceeds 1 the relation (6) no
longer holds' in full gener:aity; it has to be replaced by a certain group theoretical relation,. for the practical management of
which adequate tools are :till lacking.
11

. Second SDecializaticn:1111=61149122211M1P-a-LIALta-EM211)11
lit., Distributions 3 4,* •The Same Form. but wit_t_DiSferent PaWe now proceed to -the next step in the specialization pro-

cess at which we shall assure that the observations are available, taking on "values" - (uantitative or qualitative - which
form a finite bet •
(m)
X : ••■v(1) • s • , X
(7)
and that the variation as inti.Cated above (p.4-5) can be described
in terms of probability distributions of a common mathematical
form, i.e.,
(8)

P ix (h) 10,0f =-h

h = 1,...,m,

where t is s a vector function (1) of 8 and 0 and where' the.real
functions f h (t)are the same functiws for all possible combinations of a and O. These funztiOns, • beAng . probabiliti'es, are nonnegative and add up to uni;:y for each (?:,'
(9)

.- 2 fh(t) = 1

12 Constauence for Dirpneion_of Perp.me•e•s,

•

. .
Usually .only a •qo observation are emailable for each (8,0)combination,• but in-sme cases - . as In some t7pes of psychophysical and biological reaction curve eApertments - each (0,0) is

represented by a larIM number of reretivions, thus allowing for
r•obilit:.es (8).
a decent estimation f each of

As an extremely favourable ease we may imagine that our
data were these probabilities themselves, which then would be

. .
1
the
only
source
available
for
information
about
/L
for
any
•
chosen (6,0-combination. Accordingly it is a minimum requirement for .carrying out te comparisons from the data that
for
(h)
,
each . (8,o) can be determined from the probabilities ptx
0,41
i.e. that the system (3) can be'solVed with respect td g.
Due to (9) there are really only m-i equations, from which,
therefore, no more than 11.-1 unknowns can be determined. Aecordinfay the vector g contains at most m-1 eleMents, i.e.,
00)

$

anille4aelity than together rites (4) sometimes restricts severely
the possible dimEneionalities or the object and agent parameters.
if in particular. on2v twc enseonee catclh:orl,es are available ru
must have
(11)

r=

•

i.e. tY.ournmetcrs must be one-Dimensional. and in conteguence.
11121521:maz=m, expressed in appropriate metrics, i s addilizel.
„

13. Partlea_Etzationof Observatin9.1 Categoriea.

Consider now in some detail .how experimental or observational
situations may tern out to be. Testin adaptability to certain
exterior coaditin by means of a qUestimnaire of, say, 2‘, questions with 4 resTonse categories, such or "good, fair, not too
good, baa', may verve an a typical example'. A well-chcsen set
of questions shculd range from stronglyprevocative in "positive
direction" to strongly ::rovocative in "aege.tive direction". And
a group of teeteets, well-choaen with a view to trying
out the moderdeided u2on $ should comprse in•:ividuals of both
exnellent, poor and medium adaptat:.on. 11! the solial psychologist has succeeded in this design ell four response categories
will be used to a conei6.erable extcnt. But of course, large parts
of the observational matrix may be leclate0. where come of the
categories, e.g., the positive ones, are not at all use
This
may happen if the psychologist wiLnee to make a particula.: study
of the answers to a groep of nega .:ively provocative questio%s by

a group of persons - say, some school class

Of children - known

or suspected to be rather unruly. We cannot expect such a truncated set of data to ihroW as much light upo• the adequacy of
the model or upon the earameteris of individuals and items as
%he total set of data mth its full variability. But it should
be possible to conclude lomething, tq (tarry out partial comparisons of individuals as ell as of items. AIA22aly_zleuire sagja
•
14: Third Speci4alizetion....kralltteEacific Olj
These consideration: ► g y re rise to establishing a more restricted concept, which may bo calloa
In order to explain this concept I consider a selection X' of
categories out of the T'Iole se (7), for instance x (1 ) and x (2)
(2)',
and in any actually observed metr.e‹ of data I keep those for
which the observed category belongs o X' and leave all other
data out of consideration. Through thiL nutilation some of the
objedts as well as some of the agents ma). be wholly trown out,
but among those left over comparisons may b. ee.%-riild out, and
of
we may require that such comparisons
nts

as can be carried out on the basis of the mettletad • ‘Ta m4ILLA
shall be12121f11111x_ebIsctive. hea2aRlete
31.1yla_pjetulltzhen this holds foy ever-7 noleale select:1.e_
eLIdeL12.1.
out of the wholtLtt
As'indicated above we cannot expect, as much information
about the parameters from a mutilated metrix as from an undamaged.one. This. can be sxpressed in the.ollowine terms: The
parameter E, 0 and 0 are related to the set X of categories,
and if. that is changed (reduced) to X' the parameters will
also change, say to FL.', 0' and 0'. The complete specific
objectivity requires that both e' and 0' can be compared withspecific objectivity for any choice of X l .

15. Vectorial Additivitz of T'arameters as . Im li=d by Complete

ST/PO-fie• (5111.(1...112.

.•

•

In particular, we may ._loose X' as any pair of categories
x (I'L . In these easel M i = 2, therefore rf = 1, and,
x" )
according to (6)

i

,

(12)

a' 4. ct.

, Et =

.

.

It takes a bit of alvbra to show that if.(12) holds for
and 0 corresponding to the
any pair then the param?ters
'total set of categorte: can be expressed in'such r-dimensional

c, e

metrics that ,(6; held,/ as a vector addition. Spelling the vecelements
tors out
ry

(41 4 4 4
(13)

13. =

,61 ,... l er )
= im
tw 1
)
O

this means that
+ 01

=Pe r

"r

+ o

q

•

r

the adaitivitv
Thus,
•
in .case of.212s:LLIAl2.11102LUL, it hold.l_cenerallv in ease of
caslathen. a multidicomplete t:;221.S.c
mensione..,lea3remert hri.s been establishe4.
•

•

.

.

•

og-,1rallm_Lnd Limitati ,Ins of Comvlete . S ecifio Objeetivitz.
A. 0c0;/:,andiag Problem.

It ;air be mentionee that the complete specific objectivity
as .repose'' to ordinary specific objectivity is by no means a .1
the thecry'of'relativity and in' quantum mechanics
sae compl.)teness does not hold.
It s'hould be noticed that the derivation of the above i-esul
requires that a probability distribution is attached, to each
object•a4ent combination, but stochastic independence is not
assumed, Accordingly, it covers certain cases of stochastic
processes, but this field haa not yet been explored.
It has been assumed that the set X..of categories is finite,

but it presents no difficulties to extend the concept of coNplete
specific objectivity to tha eaoe of an infinite, but °numerable
set of categories and obtain the corresponding result. The conoetpt can also be defined in oases of non-numerable sets, e.g.
all real numbers, but it has not yet been cleared up if also the
general additivity principle holds.
17. Fourth Sisecia137.tin: .Stochastical Indmmilaal21_111
irburvat4t,ciltt cfcr T.::;.ed . S.st of Parmmete s .
-

Turning new to , the final specialization, I require that
All npleryations in A 41ta ma trLEA.LI_Lipehanticallv taia22BAInI.
When inking this atop we encounter a somewhat subtle problem
as iegard3 the exact meaning of the invariance demanded by the

specific objectivity. The preceding sections dealing only with
the parameters left un in no doubt: if one set of objects and
agents yielded a set 5f Ve from which it was concluded that •
e = 2 8 2' say, then exactly the same relation must obtain from
any other possible'set of agents and objects (including 0 1 and
0 2 ) if the statement be upecifically objective (of. 'the disous.
pion of mass and force in [1], ohapt.
13. Tbe I nv ar i ance D emandAjg......112101...LUILLLILWILLJAL 11110.
-----a-E- TriTrFT0717 -.7;oTivalvnee.
However, when introducing now the stochastic independence

we are also concerned with •the observed dilta themselves, our
point of depexture being the joint probability of the whole set
of observations which, due lo stochastic independence, is simply'
the product a!! the probattillties of the tingle observations. .
From this probability a specifically objective conclusion should
be draw about el and e2 , sar. Primarily, this conclusion itself
is a p:•obability statement* !_nvolving no other parameters than
e i and e 2, but utilizing the whole set of observations. Accord ing:ty; even on repetition of the samo confrontations of objects
aLd agents such a statement my - and usually will

-

change.

.k.nd still greater changes may be expected when - as the specific
objectivity requires - the agents and the objects not to be compared are replaced by other ones. Therefore the invariance of
* Inferences in terms of hypo thesis testing, confidence limits,
etc., are secondary, derived ;'rom the probability statements.

various sets of data, as demanded
the statement derived from
by the specific objectivity, must not be construed as an ident4ty in terms. But such statement may be stealsticallv equiva211
1 in the sense that the derivecl

xillsbver values O 1 lzlA2

lazjiaza.

aktilllre cc:m .21=11.0
Otherwise expressed, the

estimates of the relation batweaa 0 1 and 0 from various acts
2

of - data should not differ ti6.nifieantly from each other. As
*significance" basically iil a conventional concept this referelide does not give an unamiguous answer to our invariance problem. The main point in th:.s connection is, however, that it
should be possible to test the hypothesis that the relation
betreen 0 1 and 82 is the aerie in all oases considered, and that
this test holds whichever v!.lues ei and 02 may have; accordingly the test must be based u..?on a .ErolUlt
..teznr
sItthatie
_4,
jacluvaUgtofe i ana 6 2A....s
ofe
. Thus,
that such a probability statement can be found is anyhow a nee
oeseatxzondiIlon for aseeriitj..n
izjsthl....gcLbjs214akty,..
The final step to utilize such probabilities of actually
testing the invariance hypotesis I may at present leave to the
discretion cif statisticians Ellonging.to various schools - hoping,
however, some day to return to the matter on a more objective
basis.
-

Itecessary and Sufficient 2ondition for S.necifio Objectivity
in case- 0L-512cateor.ana...§tochq.4312...LIILMIA21129.
In order now to realize •;he consequences of the additional
rep tirements we shall first 41 ,1a1 with the case of two response
categories. The two probabili. :les corresponding to a (6,o)coLbination may be written
prx (V) 10,c = f 1 (0 f 0)

PE ( ) 1 0 1 0 1

P

f2(

1 0) = 1 • f 1 (0 + 0)

(cf. (8), (9), and (6)), or, : ore conveniently

pix (2) 0,01 - 1 + ge 0)
Considering two vaLies of 0 and requiring that it should
be possible to derive a (non-trivial) probability that is independent of .0 and therefore may be used for comparing the Ws,
there are in fact only it few possibilities, most of which can
be ruled out by and by. Only one possibility is left over, viz.
e+0
pix
(1)
10,01
e
(16)
i e = e+0
which in a slightly modified form

(17)

pl X (i) lrei

was investigated in reference [1j and discussed at length in a

recent paper [3].
The main result can be suriarized as follows:
The validity of the mcde1 . 07) is both necessar7 and sufficient for attaching sop.lifictilv obitive estimatlor— of the
prIrepeters as well as s_pecificOv objective122raisals of the
model as renresentiuAileiata.
Technically, we have for es-loh object 0 9 to count the total
the ..,gents A i ,....,A, and for
number ry of x (1) -responses
each agerutA i . to count the vital number. .1 of x (1 )'-responses
from the objects 0... 1 0 r . The conditional 1.robability of
'3 k ael as only on
of s i ,
,rn for given
r
the conditional probabillt y o f
the object parameter,
,r n depends only nn
. ,s k for given ,flues of r i ,
s
the conditional probability o:
the agent parameters.
the observed set of data, given the two set - of marginals, is
independent of all th.:: pa:ameters and may, therefore, serve
as a basis for apprr,ising the model.

20. Necessary and Sufficler; Condition for C•mylec .Sreeific
0.jectivity in Case of 3 . och:lstic Indenendence Pr.Lit(1
Set of CatqApries
For m > 2 I take recou•;e to the complete specific
tivity* obtaining for each plir of categories the result just
mentioned for m= 2. On combiling all these results 7 cbtoin
the general result which brief' y may be stated as 7:ollows:
.

In case of a finite or enumerable not of rf,soonse catefsories the validity of the model preacnted_as for:!ulp_13.2)
wtth_X(x) = 0 in reference (2j i. thµ necessarv.nd suffisient condition for obtainingcom-6ete srecificaIly_objectiye

estimations of the rarameters of oliects and of ;;,gents as well
as complete specific ob:lectivity:.n . arrraising tAe model as_
/4•211111he set• of data.
21 S ecial. Case: Maximal Dimensior. of Parametf.rs.
In order to expound in some details thenteht of this
statement I shall first consider the case where the dimension
of the parameters is Maximal, i.e.

(18)

r = m

1 .

In that case the model may bt looked u?on as a direct

generalization of (17):
(19)

pix (h) l

,

cf

where (h) and e (h) are positive scalar parameters pertaining
to the response category x (h) and where
(20)

Y(Ce) =

E(h)s(h)
hx1

normalize. the right hand terms to make them add up to unity.
and e are. proportional to the
The object and agent parameters
vectors
•
,(10)\/.
( (i) ,
(21)
• ,E (m) ) and (e(1),
* A theory for ordinary specific objectivity has not yet been
worked out.

If desired F, (m) and c (m) may be put c:qual to 1, and (•9)
then reduces directly to (17) for m = 2.

22. Minimal Dimension of Paramsters.
If

(22) '

r <

the representation (19) still holds, but then of course
(1)
,c(m-i) must be func(m-i)
(1)
aswel as ' .
tionally related. When the complete specificity is taken fully
into account it may be shown that these relationships are lo t;arithmically. linear. They are simplest in case r = 1..Then the
parameters proper of objects and agents are one-dimensional a1:d
we have
[ log g
9 (h) fl
= m (h)
(23)
to e (h)(h) + (h) 0
where
(h) + (h)

(24)

(h)

and 9 (h) are coefficients that are characteristic for the

categories, irrespective of the parameters. The model (19)
then takes the form

Plx(h)le,01 - y( 01,0

(25)

exp (9

(h)

(0.1-0) + TOO)

where now
(26)

Y(e, 0 ) = 2 exp. (9 (h) (8+0) + T (11) )
h=1
This is the-simplest case of what has recently been

christened XplaLs for

meAuls4aa.

214_22maximal Dimension of Parameters.
If r exceeds ly but is less than m 1 the formula (23)
•
(h)
as well as
may be such interpreted that it still holds. 9
the parameters 3 and 0 then are r aimcnsional vectors:
-

-

(0.(1 11. ) ,
= (0

( 7)

,

•

(h) )
oe )

/0 )

{(1

nid the products cp (h) 0 and.T (1.1
"ci should be read as "the. inner
po•uct of the Vecters1: .
•. (h)
:.
e - pi(h) ei 4..•,.....
.
cr(h) e •

MI

V (h) a m. 4,1(h)ai 4-

.

'cr
+ -9;(h);

•

The elm co +•a•is taken to be. . the vectorial sum (14). •

2,Relation

andif - n-Relatior. tli&LtIrAatax111.

The structure (23), (28) reminds of . the structural part
of thl factor analysis specification and it is subjeot to the
same s.rt of inherent indeterminacy. But otherwise the model
for mea3Iring differs fundamentally from factor analysis. •
As amain point the linear structure (23), (28) is not
assumed for the obieriations, but for the essential part of
the logarithne of .the probabilities. For. technical reasons
it may be addel• that in contrast . to the factor analysis
.specification 04r• model does not imply supplementary "error
terms".

25. Selection Vector%.ana RermOnse Vectors.

.A- regards techni6xlities two . poirits deserve special .
mention: First an analogy to the estimation of Vs and.'
in the casa_m = . 2 where .we had to count the number of x (i) responses in two direotionst With lt > 2 we may indicate the

response x (h) by 'a "eelection vector"
•
,0)(29)
. (0 ,
0,
.
—
where all elements except the 11:th are 0.
— Then :for. each; •(0 ;A:. )-cOmbinaion such -.Ideation .
v 1.
veotor •
(30)

LA
!114.

= ( 43S1

•

.

). #0.!00,411) ,

a(

) )
i

is observed and the observed set of dat'm may be arranged as

a matrix with selection.i.eetors as elements.

Now for each agent l i tie n selection vectors may be
added up - element by element - to a total response vector
s i and similarly for oath objeot 0 V the k selection vectors
are added.up to a total vector r v , A basic theorem tells that,
whatever r be, the profanity of the ,response vectors
,sk depends on the
s r n for given valuec-of s
r 1'
,g and lot upon e
,sk . And, similarly,
vectors g
1'
,r n
the probability of s i ,. ...,s k for given values of r i ,
,sk , but not on g
'depends on the vectors
Finally the probability (4‘ the whole observed matrix of
s r n and
selection vectors, gives both marginals r 1 ,
8

'

s

k

is independ.:!t of all of the parameters. Thus

the instruments are avUllble for deriving specifically
objective statements e)oui: the g73, the el.s and the model,
as representing the d)ta.
L;Tents
•••••.. i • **** * • •k

V

— •

4
m
o

•ie

4.;
• .,;t3
0

••
•
•
v

•••
Total

•

...a

/ka ( 1)
.
vi

ps.

a(m
.
' vl

(‘ s i(1)

so.

(r (i)
V

so.,

r V(M) )=r v

' ( 131)1

=S...
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26. Estimation of Par.4meters: The Scoring Function and
"Structural Tharaoteristic.
The next point is concerned with the derivation of
estimates of the proper parameters e and 0 from the r v 's
and theIs.
The r v 'b, riven the s i 's,serve to estimate g1 ,
and according to (23) it then should be possible also to
estimate the deviations of 6

1'

,0

n

from their average

provided. the cp (h)' swere known. And on the same proviso the
s's ' given the r 's should yield estimates of the deviations

ef

01. from.their average.
1,
ThiL conelusioe attaches a particular significance to the
(he.
V
's.

In case th parameters are one-dimasional, T (h) is a
numerical value corresponding
•
to the category X (h) , so the
set of them maybe said to form a oue,pti.fication of the set
of categeriee.' lilLs quantification, however, cannot be choeen
at will,
belongs to the structure of the modal, but when
available and ccabined adequately with
r v 's and the s e 's
we shall obtain he best poss5.ble {sufficient; estimates of
the parameeers o! the model.
Therefore the fp (h) -values may be coasidered as scoringe
of the categoeies but to distinguish them from more or less
arbitrarily choeet scores we may term the set of them the
specific scoring „unction.
When the dimlesion of the parameters exceeds 1 the eitua.
tittle is in princip:.:" much the same, only that the specific
.scoring function is low a vector function - or otherwise put,
the elements 9 (h) h = 1,
,m, j = 13
,r form the
epecific scoring matrAN.
2 . Scorin- Function as ?art of _the Model.

In some - presumable rare - cases, of which [1]

chapter
II,1 is an example, the stering function - and also the more
secondary "etructural characteristic" T (h)
can be derived
from theoretical considerations. But in general a solid basis
for even a fair guess is haray present, I am afraid, and the
question then arises: how to eat hold of them. With a view to
the strict and general princip:es laid down here this presents
a serious problem.
-

The -rhole'argumentation alma at arriving at objective
evaluations, but only of the objets and the agents, i.e.
.the e's and the 0's, but nothing alse.

In this context the' ''s and Oe 'C's belong to the model,
on the basis of which the objectivity is attained. The model
itself is not evtijuated, it is only sklgeested, for what it is

worth, as a necessary conation for the desired objectivity; '
but -1:e an be.tuj..edILAt Inporth. aulhiaa. And this also
hold:3.as regards any nuggestsd scoring function.
28 Pstination of qcor, ini7. Function pnd Structura]• Chprio
teristio.
Ag indicated in ref. [2) we may, however, go somewhat
further. We may, in fact, estimate the scoring function directly from the data and in the papers [5) and [6] by Erling
dersen one possible procedure has been worked out in details
and programmed in Algol.
•
ofj.stilpates.
This estimation, however, is based upon an attempt at
separating the ets and 'u's from the O's and the 0Js, but it
is not possible to achieve that completely. We can obtain
some sort of "unbiased ostirnates", but "the precision" of
them will depend on the parameters 0 and 0. Therefore the
estimation of the T's and the ti's cannot be specifically
objective.
30. Relaxation to Almost Specific Objectivity?
In practice, on the other hand, the estimations seen to
work perfectly satisfactory. Why that is so, has not yet been
cleared up. At present my conjecture is that although the
standard errors, say, of the estimates do depend on the 0's
and 0's,a fairly close unDer bound for them can be found
which is independent of the unwarranted parameters. This
.conjecture points to a possible relaxation of our basic concept to Some sort of "almost specific objectivity" - the
development of which, however, wholly belongs to the future.
•
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